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Volonteri et al. (2011) found that the number of radio-loud quasars above redshift 4 calculated
from the luminosity function (based upon Swift/BAT observations) is much smaller than the num-
ber estimated from the known high-redshift beamed sources, blazars, assuming that for every
beamed source with a Lorentz factor of Γ, statistically 2Γ2 non-beamed sources should exist. To
explain the missing misaligned (non-beamed) population of high-redshift sources, they proposed
various explanations, involving heavy optical obscuration and significantly different Lorentz fac-
tors at early cosmological epochs. Our EVN observations targeting high-redshift (z > 4) blazar
candidates revealed 3 sources not showing relativistic beaming, but rather kpc-scale double struc-
tures. These three sources have significant radio emission resolved out with the EVN, while they
are compact on ∼ 5−10 arcsec scale. Our dual-frequency (1.5 and 5 GHz) e-MERLIN observa-
tions of these three sources revealed a rich morphology, bending jets, and hot spots with possible
sites of interaction between the jets and the surrounding medium at intermediate scales.
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1. Introduction
Blazars are radio-loud active galactic nuclei whose jets point very close to the line of sight. The
jets are Doppler-boosted leading to e.g., apparent superluminal motion and brightness temperature
exceeding the equipartition [1] or the inverse Compton limit [2]. For every blazar (beamed sources)
whose jets point toward us at a viewing angle. 1/Γ (where Γ is the jet plasma bulk Lorentz factor),
statistically there must exist ∼ 2Γ2 number of sources whose jets have larger viewing angles,
thus non-blazar (or misaligned) radio-loud sources [3]. The luminosity function derived from the
Swift/BAT observations of blazars was used in [3] to calculate the expected number density of
high-mass blazars between redshifts 2 and 6 by assuming different Γ values. They found that from
z > 3 onward, the number of radio-loud quasars derived by cross-matching the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS, [6]) and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters survey (FIRST,
[7]) is much smaller than the expected number estimated from the high-redshift blazars detected
by Swift/BAT at high energies when assuming Γ= 15.
We conducted European VLBI Network (EVN) observations of several high-redshift (z > 4)
sources to study their parsec-scale properties. In [8], out of the four targets which were claimed
to be blazars based upon their X-ray characteristics and radio loudness, two (J2220+0025 and
J1420+1205) exhibited arcsec-scale double structures. In [9], out of the ten targeted z > 4.5
sources, five showed definite blazar-like characteristics, while one source (J1548+3335) found to
be a double with a separation of∼ 800 mas. In all three sources, from the two components observed
at 1.7 GHz only one can be detected at 5 GHz. This result indicates that a compact radio-emitting
core and a steep-spectrum hot spot along the jet in the lobe was revealed in the EVN observations.
In the following, we assume a ΛCDM cosmological model with the H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1,
Ωm = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73. The spectral index, α is defined as S∼ να , where S is the flux density,
ν is the frequency.
2. e-MERLIN observations and data reduction
To investigate the arcsec-scale characteristics of the three sources, we conducted e-Multiple
Element Remotely Linked Interferometer Network (e-MERLIN) observations at 1.5 GHz and at 5
GHz (project code: CY5211). The 1.5-GHz observations took place on 2017.05.15 and 2017.06.30.
The 5-GHz observations took place on 2017.05.13, 2017.06.26 and 2017.06.27. In all observing
segments, the array consisted of the Jodrell Bank Mk2, Pickmere, Darnhall, Knockin, Cambridge
and Defford antennas. At 1.5 GHz and 5 GHz, eight and four spectral windows were used, respec-
tively, each with 128 channels. The total bandwidth was 512 MHz in both bands. Observations
were conducted in phase-reference mode. The on-source integration times and phase reference
calibrator sources are listed in Table 1.
Data reduction was done with the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA, [10]),
using the e-MERLIN pipeline1 with extensive help from the e-MERLIN science team (J. Moldon).
1www.e-merlin.ac.uk/data_red/tools/eMCP.pdf
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Target name Redshift On-source time (h) Phase-reference source
1.5 GHz 5 GHz
J1420+1205 4.034 7.2 14.9 J1415+1320
J1548+3335 4.680 16.2 17.9 J1544+3240
J2220+0025 4.205 9.6 14.3 J2219+0229
Table 1: Details of the e-MERLIN observations.
3. Results
For all three sources, we detected with e-MERLIN at 1.5 GHz and also at 5 GHz the compo-
nents revealed by our earlier 1.7-GHz EVN observations [8, 9].
3.1 J1420+1205
Figure 1: e-MERLIN images of J1420+1205. Black crosses mark the position of the optical source (Gaia
DR2, [11]). Restoring beams are shown at the bottom left corner of the images as green ellipses. Left
panel: 1.5 GHz map. Peak brightness is 33.3 mJy beam−1. The lowest positive contour level is drawn at
0.3 mJy beam−1 (5σ ), further contour levels increase by a factor of 2. The beamsize is 0.′′41× 0.′′14 at a
major axis position angle of 28◦. Right panel: 5 GHz map. Peak brightness is 14.8 mJy beam−1. The lowest
positive contour level is drawn at 0.15 mJy beam−1 (6σ ), further contour levels increase by a factor of 2.
The beamsize is 0.′′09×0.′′03 at a major axis position angle of 22◦.
At both frequencies, two bright components, and weaker features between them can be de-
tected by e-MERLIN (Fig. 1). At 1.5 GHz, an additional component can be imaged to the south,
which however is below the sensitivity limit in the higher-frequency image. The peak is located in
the northern hot spot in the 1.5-GHz map, while at 5 GHz it is in the radio feature corresponding to
the centre of the optical galaxy [8]. The features to the south and north of this component detected
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at 1.5 GHz are related to the jet and lobe emissions on either side of the galactic nucleus. The non-
detection of the southern lobe at 5 GHz is probably due to its steep radio spectrum. The sum of the
CLEAN components at 1.5 GHz (74.2±3.0 mJy) is close to the flux density reported in the FIRST
catalog (87.3±6.6 mJy, [12]). Thus we recovered almost all of the radio emission at this frequency
(barring possible effects of variability of the compact components). The total extent of the radio-
emitting source at 1.5 GHz is∼ 2.′′5, corresponding to a∼ 17.3 kpc projected size at the redshift of
the source. According to the common picture of expanding radio galaxies [13], the advancing lobe
is seen farther away from the centre, thus the arm-length ratio of the brighter to the fainter lobe is
larger than unity. This indicates that the brighter, northern hot spot is in the advancing lobe. On the
other hand, the bright hot spot emission can be explained as resulting from the interaction between
the jet and the surrounding medium, and the fact that it can be seen only on the northern side may
indicate asymmetric distribution of the interstellar medium on two sides of the galaxy.
3.2 J1548+3335
Figure 2: e-MERLIN images of J1548+3335. Black crosses mark the position of the optical source (SDSS
DR12, [14]). Restoring beams are shown at the bottom left corner of the images as green ellipses. Left
panel: 1.5 GHz map. Peak brightness is 23.2 mJy beam−1. The lowest positive contour level is drawn at
0.2 mJy beam−1 (5σ ), further contour levels increase by a factor of 2. The beamsize is 0.′′22× 0.′′19 at a
major axis position angle of 41◦. Right panel: 5 GHz map. Peak brightness is 4.8 mJy beam−1. The lowest
positive contour level is drawn at 0.06 mJy beam−1 (3σ ), further contour levels increase by a factor of 2.
The beamsize is 0.′′06×0.′′04 at a major axis position angle of 16◦.
Our EVN observations [9] revealed the compact northern feature associated with the centre of
the optical galaxy. (The galaxy was not detected by Gaia [15], its SDSS DR12 [14] coordinates
agree with the radio coordinates derived from the EVN measurement within the errors.) Our e-
MERLIN images (Fig. 2) show two features at both frequencies, with the southwest hot spot being
brighter at 1.5 GHz but the northeast component being more compact and brighter at 5 GHz. There
is no indication of radio emission to the northwest of the galactic centre down to a 5σ image
noise level of 0.2 mJy beam−1 at 1.5 GHz. The flux density recovered at 1.5 GHz with e-MERLIN,
39± 1 mJy is in agreement with the value given in the FIRST catalog, 37.8± 1.9 mJy [12]. This
indicates that there are no extended radio-emitting features at intermediate scales between those
probed by FIRST and e-MERLIN. The separation of the two radio features is ∼ 1′′ at 1.5 GHz,
corresponding to a projected linear size of 6.5 kpc at the redshift of the source. The disturbed
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morphology of the southwest feature may indicate interaction with the dense interstellar material
around the jet.
3.3 J2220+0025
Figure 3: e-MERLIN images of J2220+0025. Black crosses mark the position of the optical source (Gaia
DR2, [11]). Restoring beams are shown at the bottom left corner of the images as green ellipses. Left
panel: 1.5 GHz map. Peak brightness is 18.2 mJy beam−1. The lowest positive contour level is drawn at
0.3 mJy beam−1 (5σ ), further contour levels increase by a factor of 2. The beamsize is 0.′′41× 0.′′14 at a
major axis position angle of 28◦. Right panel: 5 GHz map. Peak brightness is 4.1 mJy beam−1. The lowest
positive contour level is drawn at 0.13 mJy beam−1 (5σ ), further contour levels increase by a factor of 2.
The beamsize is 0.′′14×0.′′03 at a major axis position angle of 22◦.
In the 1.7-GHz EVN image [8], two radio-emitting regions could be modeled, while at 5 GHz
only the central component could be recovered reliably. The position of the central radio-emitting
feature [8] agrees within the errors with the Gaia DR2 position of the host galaxy [11]. Compared to
the data in the FIRST catalog (92.7±6.4 mJy, [12]) and those in the VLA-SDSS Stripe 82 survey
(∼ 89.5 mJy, [16]), a large fraction of the flux density was resolved out in the EVN observation
[8]. With e-MERLIN, most of this missing flux density could be imaged (the sum of the CLEAN
components’ flux density is 75.0± 2.0 mJy at 1.5 GHz). Our e-MERLIN data revealed a rich
morphology (Fig. 3), with emission on the jet and counter-jet side at both frequencies. At the
lower frequency, the southern hot spot is the brightest feature, while in the 5-GHz image the peak
is located in the central component. The total extent of the radio source seen in the 1.5-GHz e-
MERLIN image is ∼ 6.′′5, corresponding to a projected linear size of 44.2 kpc at the redshift of the
source. The southern brighter region is located farther away from the central component than the
fainter northern one, indicating that the southern arm contains the advancing lobe. On the other
hand, similarly to J1420+1205, asymmetric distribution of the surrounding material of the galaxy
may also cause the asymmetries seen in the brightness distribution.
4. Summary
All three of the targeted z > 4 radio-loud AGN were detected by e-MERLIN at 1.5 and 5 GHz.
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The double structures already shown by our previous 1.7-GHz EVN observations [8, 9] were con-
firmed and unlike in the EVN observations, we were able to image both features in the three sources
even at 5 GHz. These originate from the lobes, and the mas-scale compact features detected in them
with EVN at 1.7 GHz are hot spots. At 5 GHz, the peak of the e-MERLIN image coincides with
the more compact EVN feature in all sources. These can be associated with the optical centres of
the quasar host galaxies. At 1.5 GHz, the peak brightness is associated with the hot spots, which is
common in Fanaroff-Riley II radio galaxies [17].
The two-sided, radio galaxy-like structure can be further strengthened by the detection of radio
emission on the counterjet side in the case of J1420+1205 and J2220+0025. The total projected
linear extent of the radio emission imaged at 1.5 GHz is a few kpc in our sources. Their size and
luminosity derived from low-resolution FIRST data (7− 20× 1027 W Hz−1) are similar to those
of medium-sized symmetric objects, which are regarded as younger counterparts of radio galaxies
[18]. However, when comparing to close-by systems, one has to keep in mind that observing
frequencies of 1.5 GHz and 5 GHz correspond to ∼ 8 GHz and ∼ 25 GHz in the rest frames of
these high-redshift sources. The prominent radio emission from the hot spots at these relatively
high frequencies might be related to the more dense interstellar material around these young radio
galaxies at early cosmological epochs.
Our results highlight the importance of high-resolution radio interferometric studies in de-
termining the nature of radio-emitting sources. This has enhanced relevance in the case of high-
redshift sources, where theoretical predictions are necessarily based on a relatively small sample
known at present.
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